Building Suburban Rail
Loop: Stage One
Suburban Rail Loop will transform Victoria’s public transport system,
connecting our suburbs and making travel easier and more convenient.
Stage One will be built as a twin-tunnel, standalone
line that will fully integrate into our existing public
transport network with new underground stations
at Cheltenham, Clayton, Monash, Glen Waverley,
Burwood and Box Hill.
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Suburban Rail Loop will revolutionise Victoria’s
public transport system, connecting every major
train line from the Frankston line to the Werribee
line via Melbourne Airport, and improving
access to housing, jobs, schools, universities and
hospitals in Melbourne’s middle suburbs.
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Building our newest rail line
Delivered over several decades, Suburban Rail Loop will be the biggest
infrastructure investment ever undertaken in Victoria.
Stage One will connect our growing health,
education, retail and employment precincts in
Melbourne’s south east between Cheltenham
and Box Hill.

Suburban Rail Loop will fully integrate with our
existing public transport system, allowing passengers
to easily transfer across both networks by connecting
to our metropolitan and regional services.

— Twin 26-kilometre rail tunnels

Passengers outside Melbourne won’t have to travel
through the CBD to access jobs, retail, world-class
universities and research facilities and medical
services in the growing middle suburbs.

— Four new interchange stations at Cheltenham,
Clayton, Glen Waverley and Box Hill
— Two new standalone Suburban Rail Loop stations
at Monash and Burwood
— A stabling and maintenance facility to support
the new rail line
— Supporting infrastructure for the operation of
the new tunnels and stations
— A dedicated fleet of high-tech trains to transform
how Melbourne moves.

Frequent and easy to use services will provide
passengers with a ‘turn-up-and-go’ service.
Suburban Rail Loop Authority is engaging with
industry to harness expertise and world best
practice to optimise the delivery approach for
Suburban Rail Loop. This will help shape the
project’s Investment Case and the procurement
strategy for Stage One.

Building the underground stations
New underground stations at Cheltenham,
Clayton, Monash, Glen Waverley, Burwood and
Box Hill will put passenger experience at the
centre of design with station entrances providing
convenient and efficient connections between
existing stations and other transport modes.
At street level, each new station will have its own
distinct character that reflects the environment
and attributes of the surrounding area. Lifts
and elevators will take customers to the station
platforms below. Stations will be kept as shallow
as possible to minimise travel times for passengers
from street level to platform.

Each of the new stations is proposed to be built
using a ‘bottom-up’ construction method. Bottomup construction involves excavating a large, open
trench in the ground for the station box footprint.
Once the station footprint is fully excavated, a
detailed sequence of activities, machinery and
infrastructure is used to form the various levels
and internal structures. Construction moves
progressively upwards until reaching the surface,
where entrances and other surface infrastructure
can be constructed.
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Station box construction
Excavation and installation of steel struts
First level
strut

As the name suggests, the bottom-up method of
construction involves using excavation equipment
to dig a large trench or rectangular hole in the
ground for the station box footprint. Underground
retaining walls are installed before excavation
commences.

Construction of underground structures
First level
strut

Soil is excavated level by level. Struts are used
to support the structure until the final depth is
reached. A concrete slab is then constructed at the
base. Works move upwards, using concrete panels
to form the various levels and internal structures.

Base slab

Backfilling and reinstatement
Reinstated
road
Backfill

Completed underground station

The process continues upwards until the roof slab
is completed. After the roof slab is completed, soil
is backfilled to the top strut level before the strut
is removed. This is followed by backfilling the top
of the underground structure and reinstating the
surface area.

Building rail tunnels

Tunnel boring machines (TBMs)

These giant machines are lowered down into
the shaft in sections to be assembled and
launched. Powerful rotating cutterheads at the
front burrow through soil and rock to create
the new tunnel. The excavated material is either
carried through the machine via a conveyer
and transported above ground or pumped out
through a pipe to the surface for safe disposal.

Stage One of Suburban Rail Loop will feature
twin 26-kilometre rail tunnels, which will minimise
impacts at surface level.
Tunnelling will involve using the latest technology
including custom-built tunnel boring machines
(TBMs). The tunnels for Stage One of Suburban
Rail Loop will be approximately 60 metres at the
deepest point, the equivalent of a 16-storey building.
TBM launch sites are proposed at the train stabling
facility in Heatherton, and at Monash and Burwood.
These sites are needed to support tunnelling activities.

Hydraulic jacks push the tunnel boring machine
forward. As it moves forward, segments of
pre-cast concrete are progressively installed.
These concrete segments are lifted onto the
tunnel’s circular wall so that they form a ring.
The rings are designed to fit together to create
a permanent lining.

Different machines and excavation techniques
will be used to support tunnelling works, with a
focus on managing disruption for local residents
and businesses.
An extensive geological investigation program
is underway across Stage One. Information
gathered from these investigations is being used to
understand local ground conditions and to inform
construction methods.

The tunnel
will be
approximately
60 metres
below ground at its
deepest point, the
equivalent depth of
a 16-storey building

60m

TBMs are controlled by an operator and
maintained by a crew of up to 20 people.
The machine will continue boring underground
until it ‘breaks through’ at the other end of the
tunnel where it is retrieved. Once the tunnel
lining has been installed, the complex task of
fitting out the new tunnel with services, rail
tracks and other equipment can begin.

Each Suburban Rail Loop TBM:

Weighs more than
1000 tonnes –
heavier than five
Boeing 747 jets

Stretches up to 120
metres long – almost
as long as an AFL
football field (135m)

Measures
about
7 metres
in diameter –
taller than
an average
adult giraffe

On average a TBM
will move around
10 metres every
24-hours

Rail systems and supporting infrastructure
Suburban Rail Loop will be built as a separate rail line, meaning it will use
state-of-the-art systems from around the world without having to retrofit
technology into the existing network.
Rail systems will include the design of signalling,
train power control systems and operational
control systems for the new trains and standalone
railway line.
The scale and scope of Stage One of Suburban Rail
Loop means it needs to be supported by a number
of construction sites. These sites are proposed
to be located at each of the stations and other
suitable locations along the alignment, and may
require the use of parts of public space.
Suburban Rail Loop Authority is continuing to
refine the construction approach to determine the
best way to minimise impacts to public space.

Stage One of Suburban Rail Loop will require a
range of supporting infrastructure including:
— An intervention and ventilation shaft to provide
ventilation, emergency service access, and a
passenger emergency exit point to the surface
from the tunnels. This will be located between
Glen Waverley and Burwood
— A purpose-built train stabling facility used
for train storage and maintenance and an
operational control centre. The stabling facility
is proposed to be located in Heatherton
(refer to the Stage One train stabling fact sheet
for further information)
— Substations to provide power to run the trains
and operate the stations.

Crossrail, London
For just over three years, eight giant TBMs
burrowed underneath the heart of London to
construct 42 kilometres of new rail tunnels
for Crossrail. Similar to Crossrail, Suburban

Rail Loop will see custom-built
tunnelling machines burrow
out the 26 kilometres of twin
tunnels for Stage One of the project.

Initial Works
To ensure major construction works for Stage One can get underway quickly
with fewer disruptions, a range of Initial Works will be undertaken from 2022
along the alignment, including:
— Service relocation and protection works:
moving and/or protecting above and below
ground utility services including power, water,
gas, sewer and telecommunications lines
— Power upgrades: modifying and upgrading
the existing power network and installing new
underground power infrastructure
— Site establishment: preparing sites for construction
including tree removal and protection, ground
improvement trials, site levelling and setting up
site compounds and fencing

— Road modifications: minor changes to roads
at select locations to improve access.
Before works start, we will engage with residents
and businesses about activities planned in their
area, what to expect and how any disruptions
will be managed.
Strict requirements will be in place to manage
construction impacts, including noise, dust
and vibration.

Thompson-East Coast Line 1, Singapore
Communities in Singapore’s north are
already benefitting from the first stage of
the Thompson-East Coast Line (TEL). Like
Suburban Rail Loop, the full 43-kilometre TEL

will be built in stages, adding 31
stations and seven interchanges to
Singapore’s rail network to improve connectivity
and provide alternative travel options.

Inside the Metro Tunnel

Managing construction
Building Stage One of Suburban Rail Loop under
Melbourne’s densely populated south east suburbs
presents a range of engineering and construction
challenges including:
— Navigating existing underground infrastructure,
including building foundations, deep basements
and services such as water, gas and electricity
— Managing potential impacts on the road network
and vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist and existing
public transport movements
— Managing disruption to residents, traders
and businesses
— Protecting heritage, community and
environmental assets

— Managing the safe removal and disposal of large
amounts of excavated materials
— Maintaining a safe environment for the
community and our workers.
Measures to avoid, mitigate or manage any
potential adverse impacts will be considered
for Stage One of Suburban Rail Loop. These
measures will form part of necessary environmental
protections, statutory approvals and land access
and acquisition considerations for the project.
Cities around the world are building underground rail
systems in densely populated urban areas, including
Melbourne’s own Metro Tunnel, demonstrating
that engineering and construction challenges can
be overcome with careful planning and smart
construction, as well as proven mitigation measures.

Have your say
We want to hear your feedback. The community and
stakeholders will play a key role in shaping Suburban
Rail Loop.
Suburban Rail Loop Authority is committed to
ensuring all members of the community have access

to project information and are engaged in the
planning and development of the project.
To find out more about this transformational public
transport project and about the latest opportunities
to have your say visit suburbanrailloop.vic.gov.au

Metro Tunnel, Melbourne
The Metro Tunnel will deliver 9-kilometre twin
rail tunnels and five new underground stations
to free up much-needed space in the city
loop so more trains can run more often across

Melbourne. Similar to Suburban Rail
Loop, Metro Tunnel is using TBMs to
dig deep under Melbourne including the
Yarra River.

CONCEPT ONLY

A concept image example of a Suburban
Rail Loop station above ground

CONCEPT ONLY

A concept image example of a
Suburban Rail Loop platform

More information
To find out more about Suburban Rail Loop:
suburbanrailloop.vic.gov.au

Suburban Rail Loop Authority
PO Box 4509, Melbourne, VIC 3001

It should be noted that this information is current at the
time of printing, however changes may occur. Please visit
suburbanrailloop.vic.gov.au for the latest updates.
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